Seems like we were just waiting for the weather to change and then
boom … it did! At this writing we’d planned to aerify the first week of October
starting October 1st or 2nd. With the wet weekend and continued rain it’s
looking like we’ll begin next week. Stay tuned to our Facebook page, as well
as notifications posted in the clubhouse—we’ll let you know with as much
notice as possible. Even though no one likes aerification it is necessary so the
greens are healthy and survive the winter rains.
We had an incredible September with many events and tournaments. All
the results are inside but it was fabulous to see the course with so much activity. In addition to the events on the grounds we also received approval for
the new Occasional Hall Building that will replace the current event tent.
The City of Brookings will help with taking down the existing tent and bids
have gone out for construction of the pole barn building to be delivered late
October or early November. Should be exciting to watch the transformation.
We have our Boyd Carson Memorial Greenskeepers Revenge Tournament
scheduled for late this month. As in keeping with the first tournament, we’ve
planned to donate proceeds from the tournament to something that would
be meaningful and fitting for Boyd. We’re excited to donate to Katelyn’s
Cause that brings toys and joy to children fighting cancer at Dornbecker’s
Children’s Hospital. Cameron Kime, one our golf team members and SR Employee, will be helping with this tournament as part of his high school project.
He’ll have the opportunity to learn, first hand, how to run a golf tournament.
Get your team together and support this cause.
The elk are back too. You may have noticed the yellow ropes back in play
due to increasing elk activity. We are trying other remedies but they seem to
have a mind of their own when it comes to claiming their winter “stomping”
grounds.
Finally, as we enter our wet season we’ll try to keep the fairways open to
carts as long as possible. You can help by NOT driving where you see cart
tracks. Cart tracks that look muddy become an issue and the more we see
the sooner we’ll need to close driving on the fairways.
Thank you to everyone who helped at our September events and continue to support Salmon Run as well as EMT. We sincerely appreciate the support.

~Gary & Val
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Upcoming Events
October 5—Dinner event in tent
October 6—Wedding Event in tent
October 7—Tent to be removed to make
way for the new Occasional Hall building.
October 27—Boyd Carson Memorial
Greenskeepers Revenge—to benefit Katleyn’s Cause. $25 entry + green fees. Sign up
in the clubhouse or call to sign up. We’re
hoping for tough pin placements & (maybe)
a bit of rain!
November 17—Turkey Trot Tournament
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